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STOP PUBLIC
SERVICE CUTS
G ordon Brown says he has ‘overspent’ and now public funding must be cut. He

has not ‘overspent’ on health care, social care or public transport - but on
handing money to profiteers who run the banks. Not one penny of the multi-billion
bank bailouts has gone to us. Banks still remain in private hands, serving their
profit margins, still evicting people from homes, still paying themselves bonuses.

The government missed a big
opportunity to take public control of the
banks as a condition of its bailout, so
that the wealth of those banks could
come back to society. The government
says it will make ‘hard choices’, but it’s
the easy choice for them. It’s hard on
the people who will suffer the
consequences.

They will cut jobs when they should
create them. TUC congress last week
pledged strikes wherever public sector
jobs are threatened. Council workers,
health workers, post workers etc. will
have a fight on their hands keep their
jobs, pay and pensions. We on London
Underground must fight alongside
them. Cuts by central government will
affect London Underground, which is
already pleading poverty because of the
budget it gets from the Department of
Transport.

Public services stand between us and
dying the gutter in this dog-eat-dog
capitalist world. Workers fought to win
the welfare state we have. If you have
an accident, you don’t have to get your
credit card out before the NHS operates.
Now the government threatens to cut
services we rely on. Far from perfect,
they should be improved, not cut!
Society’s most vulnerable – the old, the
sick – will be hit hardest. With rising
unemployment, people need benefits,
advice and services more than ever!

But shouldn’t we be ‘realistic’? If the
government’s broke, what can it do?

One: tax the rich! We create wealth
by going to work, and we want some
back to provide services.

Two: Private companies should not
deliver public services. The Department
of Transport funded Tube upgrades
only on condition that private sector

Metronet and TubeLines do the work –
a model of public funding that extends
to the NHS and other services: private
companies make a killing. This is where
the grotesque salaries of TubeLines’
executives come from.

Metronet ended with LU having to
buy 95% of its debt with a £1.7 billion
grant from the DfT. Now TubeLines
looks set to go the same way. While we
would welcome its return to public
ownership, our public service should
not suffer to bail out privateers.

But decent public spending is all too
much to ask from political parties
committed to keeping wealth in the
hands of the already-rich. Labour,
Conservative or LibDem: all the parties
are now committed to public sector cuts
to make us pay for the banking crisis.

The only disagreement is Labour
saying Tories will cut front-line staff
and Tories saying Labour are lying. But
whether front-line or backroom, a job
loss is still one more person
unemployed, one more family thrown
into turmoil. There will be a general
election in the next year where we need
to make sure workers have someone to
vote for who will not follow this model
and provide jobs and services working
class people need. And in the meantime,
we need to unite with other public
service workers and with our service
users to defend our public services.

BOND STREET NEAR MISS

A  shocking incident at Bond Street in
August shows just how dangerous LU’s

understaffing of stations is.
On the eastbound platform during the

evening peak, an elderly man fell onto the
track. Luckily, two members of the public
pulled him to safety. But it could have been
very different.

Helpful passengers are not part of our PTI
safety regime - station staff are! There was
supposed to be a duty working on this
platform, but guess what? It was uncovered,
like so many other station duties these days.

This incident also shows that stations de-
staffing is very much an issue for drivers. Had
the gentleman not been rescued by members
of the public, then the next train may have hit
him, and the driver would have to live with
the resulting trauma.

WANNA BORROW OUR STAFF?
I t seems that managers are trying ever

more madcap schemes for patching up
systematic under-staffing.

Bakerloo managers plan to borrow staff
from other groups struggling to cover duties.
Oxford Circus group management want to
offer up their staff to Wembley Central and
Marylebone groups. The scheme carries the
sweetener of higher-grade working for some
individuals, but the longer-term damage it
does to staffing levels far outweighs this.

Not only is this a desperate patch-up of a
problem that can only be solved by actually
employing enough people (eg. filling
vacancies), it is also a taste of things to come -
staff routinely working off their group,
covering a whole line, just so LUL can save a
bob or two by employing fewer people.
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WOT NO RIVER?
O ur new Tube maps have had the

zones and the river taken away.
Richard Parry assures us it was no
mistake; it is designed to return to the
simplicity of the first Tube map – but he
does admit that removing the zones off
the back was a mistake.

So it’s design over content. There has
been some usability survey that said the
clutter made the old map difficult to read.
But try reading the zones when they are
not there! A private consultant has made
a fortune for this brainchild.

You can tell the people making these
decisions don’t work on the frontline.
Removing the zones and river has
deprived customer service staff of the
tools to do the job. This is an example of
how workplaces would run more
rationally if workers made the decisions.

It also shows how little LU cares or
knows about customers’ needs, even
though they preach ‘customer focus’.
Maybe LU wants people to travel out of
their zones so they can penalty fare
them?! Whatever the motivation, this
change does not have customers at heart.

www.workersliberty.org/fares

DMTS TO BE TRAINED IN
CONTROL ROOMS

LUL is planning to train DMTs to
operate service control kit,

ignoring union objections.
Is this the company’s latest ruse to

cut jobs by having other grades cover
duties and vacant posts? Or maybe
they are preparing for future industrial
action in service control by creating a
troop of ready-trained scabs.

Or maybe LUL’s vision is of every
staff member being ‘qualified’ to do
everyone else’s job - but in that case,
no-one will be doing those jobs to a
decent standard.
www.workersliberty.org/servicecontrol

WOT NO TICKET OFFICE?
C annon Street station is having a

partial refit because the building
above it is being replaced. Originally, the
station refit was going to do away with
the ticket office, as Cannon Street was
one of the 40 stations on management’s
hitlist for ticket office closures.

But we beat the ticket office closure
plan and the Mayor promised that no
ticket offices would close. So, you would
think that new plans would be drawn up
to refit the station while retaining the
ticket office. Oh no, that would be too
logical. LUL has a better idea: Go ahead

with the refit and get rid of the ticket
office. Then add the ticket office back in.

Tubeworker can think of two causes of
for this apparent loss of sanity. One, that
daft people are making important
decisions. Or two, that once the first refit
is done, the return of the ticket office will
be mysteriously abandoned.

Cock-up or conspiracy?
www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices

TWO TO ONE

Bank group management want to
cut from 2 to 1 the staff on the

westbound Central line platform in the
peak. The platform has a serious curve,
and even two staff are barely enough to
see the PTI clearly for the full length of
a packed peak-time platform.

But management reckon that it is the
driver’s job to check the PTI is clear.
So when there is an incident - even a
fatality - who will get the blame? It’s a
toss-up between the single station staff
or the driver.

www.workersliberty.org/central

TRIPPING UP

O ver the August bank holiday
weekend, Bakerloo management

decided that they could dispense with the
small matter of tripcock safety. Our
intrepid bosses decided that a train that
failed its tripcock test could remain in
service. In other words, a train could stay
in service even if it might not get
automatically stopped if it passed a signal
at danger.

As Kevin Dobinson recently
discovered, drivers who fall short of the
rules about these things get marched out
of the door and down to the dole office.
Managers, on the other hand, seem able to
disregard the rules at will. More to the
point, Kevin made a mistake;
management did it deliberately.

And some people think that there is one
rule for managers, another for the rest of
us mere mortals. You don’t say.

www.workersliberty.org/spads

FAILING LIFTS AND
FALLING PAY
F or most of July, the power to the lifts at

Hampstead (the deepest lift station)
repeatedly failed. All four lifts kept getting
stuck in the shaft, so the station had to be
closed while staff released trapped customers.
This occurred several times a day, which was
highly stressful for staff and customers.

The lifts are well past their sell-by date, but
TubeLines have decided to operate them to
their full life expectancy.

The initial response of local managers and
our TubeLines PPP ‘partner’ was basically
‘keep the station open and carry on’. They
refused requests for assurances on reliability,
extra staff and a lift engineer on site.

Staff persistence eventually forced them to
act, but they merely issued ever-changing
guidelines. One said that the station must
close if a lift engineer leaves the site, but this
changed when the station had to close for ten
hours one day!

Neither TubeLines nor its subcontractors
took action, and the bill rose to £1 million
plus. With the power problem either resulting
from EDF, Emcor or Otis, a game of pass-
the-buck was going on.

Ultimately this £1 million bill will be
swallowed by LU, which says it can’t afford
a decent pay rise and offers us just 1.5% this
year and 0.5% next. Yet for LU, £1 million
is a routine cost. We don’t seem so greedy
after all!

Where else is LU is bailing out money-
motivated, incompetent contractors? We
should not feel guilty about demanding a
decent pay rise when private companies are
making a killing out of the service we
provide.

Eventually, Hampstead got extra staff. A
senior TubeLines engineer started to monitor
the situation. The frequent station closures
were impacting on the community and local
businesses. Hampstead’s local councillor
contacted LUL senior management, who
decided action was needed.

TubeLines’ response was to disconnect the
only backup power supply to the lifts, so if
the power failure recurred, staff would only
be able to handwind the lifts. Staff refused to
open the station in this unsafe manner.

Senior managers met again and three and a
half weeks into the problem, demanded
TubeLines act. TubeLines’ response was to
remove some fuses from the lifts ie. patching
up but not tackling the problem. Gremlins are
now popping up across the station eg. in the
CCTV, fire control panel, computers, phone,
etc. The station is not safe for staff and
customers and should be closed until this
problem is put right.

This story is a shining example of PPP at
work, of how desire to save money for profit
results in an appalling and unsafe service, of
how LU is prepared to put the safety of its
staff and passengers at risk to keep to their
targets, and of how we need to fight at every
turn to for our own and customers’ safety.
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    RMT National President election:

VOTE PETER PINKNEY


